
Setting up a Doodle 

Updated 2.6.21.   

 

These instructions use the PC version of Doodle.  The interface can appear slightly different on a tablet 

or phone (and it doesn’t work very well on some phones). 

 

Go to https://doodle.com/en/ 

 

Click on ‘+ Create a doodle’ (top right).  Ignore logins (unless you have a Doodle account) and the free 

trial. 

 

Step 1.   

Add the title and date of your walk (no need to use the separate ‘date’ line). 

 

Step 2  Options.   

Choose ‘text’ (the page opens on ‘Week’). 

Add the start point and time of your walk as the first option, then the meet points if you are using 

them.  Also useful if you need to pre-book refreshments.  Click ‘Continue’ when you have finished. 

 

e.g. Option 1 Walk start 10.30 

 Option 2 Taunton (Silk Mills) 10.00    (use one Taunton meet point, not both) 

 Option 3 Ilminster (Horton Cross) 9.45 

 Option 4 Tea/coffee and cake afterwards 

 

Step 3  Poll settings. 

This allows you to set a maximum number of walkers if you want (change the default ‘1’ to e.g. ‘12’).  

Otherwise ignore it.   

 

Step 4  Finish. 

Add your name and email. 

 

Finally 

Copy the link and put it in your email. 

 

Afterwards 

 

You will receive an email with a link back to your Doodle.  Remember to add yourself as a participant.  

If you want to close the Doodle, the easiest way is to add an entry called ‘WALK FULL’ or ‘DOODLE 

CLOSED’ after the last participant.  If you close the poll through Doodle, it will stop anyone who has 

already signed up from changing their details. 

 

If you have signed up, you can log in and edit the Doodle if necessary (go back through the steps above).  

Even if you haven’t, you are still able to delete it and start again (‘More’ > ‘Delete poll’ at the bottom).   

Particularly if people leave personal information such as phone numbers or emails in comments, delete 

the Doodle after the walk.    

 

Any problems?  Contact John, Stan or Mike W.  Contact details here (you will need to log in to 

Footloose). 


